PARQUE NATURAL DE LAS UBIÑAS – LA MESA
Located in Asturias.
You can enjoy a mountainous countryside and cave painting art.
You can see what used to be a Roman road.
You can go trekking.
You can see forests of beeches, birches, oaks and legendary yew trees.

RESERVA DE LA BIOSFERA DEL VALLE DE BABIA
Located in León.
You can see a glaciar scenery and karst landscapes.
The most outstanding characteristic is a peculiar type of forest called Sabinar.
You will enjoy the diversity of mammals and birds of prey such as eagles.
You can go trekking, cycling, climbing and hunting.

PARQUE NATURAL DE LAS BATUECAS
Located in Salamanca.
When you visit this natural space, you enter a secret valley between two steep mountains with a beautiful Mediterranean forest in the middle.

VILLAFÁFILA
Located in Zamora.
Full of fields and crops.
What strikes you most is the lagoons and saline fields as if Villafáfila was situated on the coast.

PARQUE NACIONAL DE MONFRAGÜE
Located in Cáceres.
Very interesting flora and fauna live together.
The rare Iberian lynx can be found as well as numerous wild boars, deer, Imperial eagles and black vultures.

PARQUE NATURAL DE CORNALVO
Located in Badajoz.
There is a great variety of flora and fauna. You should visit it in autumn or in spring.

LA SIERRA NORTE DE SEVILLA
There are important archaeological sites and caves with prehistoric remains where different species of bats live. In the more humid areas such as the river banks, you can find ashes, alders, elm trees and willows. The fauna is very varied. There are mammals like otters, lynxes, wild cats, deer and wild boars.
If you love nature.

If you are fond of animals.

If you want to know other places.

If you feel like exploring.

If you want to watch and discover.

If you feel like dreaming.

If you love travelling...

Visit the natural parks along the ancestral path called La Ruta Vía de la Plata.
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GET STARTED ON A JOURNEY...
FROM GIJÓN

TO SEVILLE

ALONG LA RUTA VÍA DE LA PLATA AND ITS NATURAL PARKS